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LegalNotices

Warranty
The only warranties for products and services of Micro Focus and its affiliates and licensors (“Micro Focus”) are set forth in
the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as
constituting an additional warranty. Micro Focus shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained
herein. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.

Restricted Rights Legend
Confidential computer software. Except as specifically indicated otherwise, a valid license from Micro Focus is required for
possession, use or copying. Consistent with FAR 12.211 and 12.212, Commercial Computer Software, Computer Software
Documentation, and Technical Data for Commercial Items are licensed to the U.S. Government under vendor's standard
commercial license.

CopyrightNotice
© Copyright 2018 Micro Focus or one of its affiliates.

TrademarkNotices
Adobe™ is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Microsoft® and Windows® are U.S. registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

UNIX® is a registered trademark of The Open Group.

Support

Phone A list of phone numbers is available on the Technical Support
Page: https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/support-contact-information

Support Web Site https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/

ArcSight Product Documentation https://community.softwaregrp.com/t5/ArcSight-Product-Documentation/ct-
p/productdocs
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What's New
This version of the ArcSight Interactive Discovery project contains support for ArcSight Advizor 7.2.1.
For a complete description of the tabs in the full and partial projects, see the ArcSight Interactive
Discovery Projects User’s Guide in the Micro Focus Community.

Version 7.2.1

l NewColorScales:The list of built-in Color Scales has been expanded to include four new "Sequential"
choices: Blue, Green, Orange, and Red. Each one transitions smoothly from a light to a dark shade for
small to large values, and can be used effectively when coloring by a numeric, continuous field. The
other choices have been pruned and categorized in the Color Scale drop-down list.

l ColorLegend Enhancements:The Color Legend pane has been enhanced with textual metadata to
make the context clear: it lists the color model used for the page, and which color scale is currently
being mapped to which table and field's values.

l UpdatedDesktop Chart Toolbars:The collapsible toolbars for the charts have been rearranged to a
more intuitive order that is more consistent with that of ADVIZOR Server AE.

l RollupsOmitMissing KeyValues:Project authors who extract subsets of tables now have the option
to omit the row that would otherwise be generated for Missing values in the key field.

For information regarding previous releases visit the Micro Focus Community.

System Requirements
For supported AID installation platforms and minimum system specifications for installation and
running the software, see the Advizor Implementation Guide, available in the AID download package.

For details on the supported versions of ESM or Logger, consult the Micro Focus ArcSight ESM Product
Support Matrix, or the Micro Focus ArcSight Logger Support Matrix, available from the Micro Focus
Community.

Resolved Issues
This version of AID resolves the following issues:

l Dialogs and controls in the desktop applications now adapt correctly to high-DPI displays with scaled
fonts.

l Map chart performance on basic displays has been improved.

l Bar Charts, Line Charts, and Pie Charts no longer display Focus details as the mouse is moved across
a Data Sheet, Scatterplot, or Time Table.
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l Counts charts with more than 5 lines of customGrid Specifications do not display with the alternate
gray background.

l Very small Text Filter charts no longer report a "LargeChange" error.

Known Issues
There are no known issues in this version of AID.

Deployment Tips
l Set the Default Color Table for a page (from the Author ribbon) appropriately so the Color Legend

and Color Field drop-down list (on the Analyze ribbon) match the charts on a page.

l See the ADVIZOR Implementation Guide for instructions on how to upgrade ADVIZOR Server from
an earlier version.
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Send Documentation Feedback
If you have comments about this document, you can contact the documentation teamby email. If an
email client is configured on this computer, click the link above and an email window opens with the
following information in the subject line:

Feedbackon ReleaseNotes (Arcsight Interactive Discovery7.2.1)

Just add your feedback to the email and click send.

If no email client is available, copy the information above to a new message in a web mail client, and send
your feedback to arcsight_doc@microfocus.com.

We appreciate your feedback!
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